Multiphoton dissociation dynamics of the indenyl radical at 248 nm and 193 nm
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Multiphoton dissociation dynamics of the indenyl radical at 248 nm and 193 nm

I. INTRODUCTION

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are compounds found in environments ranging from aerosols to the interstellar medium. The term PAH encompasses a wide range of chemical systems, including the indenyl radical (C$_9$H$_7$; Fig. 1), which play a role in soot formation, leading to adverse environmental and human health effects. While numerous smaller cyclic hydrocarbon radicals (C$_3$H$_5$, C$_6$H$_5$, for example) have been the subject of a variety of experiments to examine their broader reactivity, structure, and relevance, less attention has been devoted to C$_9$H$_7$ despite its likely importance in reactive pathways of larger PAHs. In this study, we examine the photochemistry of indenyl, a resonance-stabilized radical, via fast radical beam photodissociation in order to understand more about its unimolecular dynamics subsequent to UV excitation at 248 nm and 193 nm.

The electronic absorption spectrum of C$_9$H$_7$ has been measured in a 3-methylhexane matrix. The spectrum exhibits a strong feature at 415 nm in addition to some less intense structure down to about 350 nm, but no results at lower wavelengths were reported. The electron affinity of C$_9$H$_7$ was first measured by Römmer et al. and was later refined by Kim and co-workers to be 1.8019 eV via slow electron velocity map imaging; this same work observed detachment from the anion to the first electronic state of the neutral with a term energy of 0.95 eV. The ionization energy has been determined most recently by Hemberger et al. using threshold photoionization spectroscopy and found to be 7.53 eV, substantially lower than the previously reported value of 8.35 eV.

Indene (C$_9$H$_8$), indenyl (C$_9$H$_7$), and other isomers of C$_9$H$_7$ have been implicated as intermediates in PAH formation through the association of acetylene (C$_2$H$_2$) and propargyl (C$_3$H$_3$), as well as through several other growth mechanisms involving phenyl...
The partial energy surface was undertaken by Matsugi and Miyoshi, who investigated the formation of C$_9$C$_8$$^+$ propargyl (C$_3$H$_4$) and fulvenallenyl (C$_2$H$_{12}$) species that could dissociate.

At 193 nm (6.42 eV), not all of which are accessible at 248 nm (5.0 eV), photon absorption at 248 nm or 193 nm, the reactions of fulvenallene (C$_7$H$_{14}$) and C$_9$H$_7$ have demonstrated the production of a cyclic C$_7$H$_8$ species with the radical center at C6, an isomer of C$_7$H$_6$. These theoretical studies suggest additional contributions from the two-body channels 2 and 4, further indicating these features are largely due to artifacts of our coincidence detection scheme. However, a convincing argument can be made implicating initial channels 2 and 4 production, followed by secondary C$_9$H$_7$ and C$_8$H$_4$ dissociation, respectively, to yield channel 9 at 193 nm.

II. METHODS

A. Experimental

Experiments were carried out using the Fast Radical Beam Machine (FRBM), which has been described in detail elsewhere. In brief, C$_9$H$_7$$^-$ anions were generated by bubbling 30 psig argon through indene (Sigma Aldrich, >99%) and expanding the gas mixture into vacuum through an Amsterdam Piezovale operating at 100 Hz and subsequently photodetached by 532 nm light from a Nd:YAG laser (Litron LPY742-100) to produce neutral C$_9$H$_7$ radicals. The dissociation of the partially deuterated C$_9$H$_7$D$_2$ radical (deuterated at C7 and C9; see Fig. 1) was performed by generating C$_9$H$_7$$^-$ anions from a C$_9$H$_7$D$_2$ precursor with two D atoms on either C7 or C9. C$_9$H$_7$D$_2$ was synthesized according to the procedure as described in Bergson and was purified via chromatography on SiO$_2$.

The radicals were characterized by anion photoelectron (PE) spectroscopy using a velocity-map imaging spectrometer with its axis perpendicular to the ion beam. The PE detector consisted of a chevron stack of MCPs coupled to a phosphor screen (Beam Imaging Solutions BOS-75) and CCD camera. PE spectra were generated by applying the BASEX algorithm to acquired images to measure the PE kinetic energy distribution, thereby yielding an estimate of

$C_9H_7 \rightarrow C_8H_3 + C_2H_4 \quad D_0 = 7.62$ eV (7)
$C_9H_7 + C_2H_6 \quad D_0 = 6.61$ eV (8)
$C_9H_7 + C_3H_3 + C_2H_2 \quad D_0 = 7.72$ eV (9)
$C_9H_7 + C_3H_3 + C_2H_3 \quad D_0 = 7.59$ eV (10)
$C_9H_7$ + H + C$_2$H$_2$ \quad D$_0 = 8.63$ eV (11)
$C_9H_7$ + C$_2$H$_3$ + H \quad D$_0 = 10.64$ eV (12)
$C_9H_7$ + C$_2$H$_3$ + CH$_3$ \quad D$_0 = 8.12$ eV. (13)
the $\text{C}_9\text{H}_7^-$ vibrational temperature and confirming the identity of the generated radicals.

Following photodetachment, any remaining anions in the beam were deflected, yielding a fast beam of neutral $\text{C}_9\text{H}_7$ radicals that were subsequently dissociated via 248 nm (–2–5 mJ/pulse) or 193 nm light (–18 mJ/pulse) from a GAM EX-50 excimer laser. Dissociated fragments traveled 1.36 m (–12 μs), ultimately impinging on a Roentdek Hex80 Delay-Line Detector that collected position and time information for each fragment in coincidence, generating the fragment masses, translational energy release, and scattering angle for each two- and three-body dissociation event. The detector is gated such that only one dissociation event is detected within a 1 μs window, and two- and three-body events are distinguished by the number of events that hit the detector within that window. However, to minimize the possibility of false coincidences, in which particles are detected that do not originate from the same dissociating radical, the collection rate is kept to only a few events per second (on the order of 1–2). A 2.9 mm radius beam block in front of the detector stopped undissociated $\text{C}_9\text{H}_7$ from hitting the detector. The presence of this beam block and the finite size of the detector prevented fragments with very high or low translational energy release from being detected. To compensate for this, the translational energy distributions incorporate a detector acceptance function (DAF).

The translational energy and angular distributions satisfy the following:

$$P(E_T, \theta) = P(E_T)[1 + \beta(E_T)P_2(\cos \theta)], \quad (14)$$

in which $\beta$ is the translational energy-dependent anisotropy parameter and $P_2(\cos \theta)$ is the second Legendre polynomial.$^{19}$ The output of the GAM excimer laser is unpolarized, so $\theta$ is defined as the angle between the laser propagation direction and the recoil axis of dissociating fragments for two-body events or the normal to the plane of dissociation for three-body dissociation events, respectively. As a result, $\beta$ ranges from –1 to 1/2 for parallel and perpendicular processes, respectively, and is related to $\beta_t$, the anisotropy parameter that would be measured for linearly polarized light, by $\beta = -(1/2)\beta_t$. $^{19}$

B. Calculations

As will be discussed in Sec. III B, we observe features in the mass distributions preliminarily consistent with channels 1 ($\text{C}_9\text{H}_4 + \text{C}_7\text{H}_3$), 2 ($\text{C}_9\text{H}_2 + \text{C}_8\text{H}_5$), and 4 ($\text{C}_9\text{H}_3 + \text{C}_6\text{H}_4$). While a potential energy surface leading to the production of channels 1 and 4 has already been published,$^{22}$ no information is available in the literature on the formation of channel 2. As such, calculations for all three channels were performed using the Gaussian 16 package$^{23}$ at the M06-2X/6-31G(2df,p) level of theory, with frequencies scaled by a factor of 0.9837.$^{23}$

The results of this theory are presented in Figs. S1–S3 of the supplementary material and were used for the subsequent rate constant calculations for two-body dissociation channels. The mean uncertainties associated with M06-2X level of theory and double zeta basis sets are ~1.5 kcal/mol.$^{30}$ Uncertainties of this magnitude are negligible in regard to the stationary points used for the rate calculations. We saw no experimental evidence of channel 3 ($\text{C}_9\text{H}_5 + \text{C}_6\text{H}_2$) and therefore did not include it in our calculations.

Rice–Ramsperger–Kassel–Marcus (RRKM) theory$^{17}$ was used to compute the rates of dissociation processes using the Mathematica program. In RRKM theory, the unimolecular rate constant is given by

$$k(E) = \frac{W(E - E_0)}{h \rho(E)}, \quad (15)$$

where $h$ is Planck’s constant, $\rho(E)$ is the rovibrational density of states of the reactants, and $W(E - E_0)$ is the sum of states of the transition states, both of which are calculated using the Beyer-Swinehart algorithm.$^{28}$

Rate constants were also calculated for secondary dissociation of $\text{C}_7\text{H}_3$, $\text{C}_6\text{H}_5$, and $\text{C}_5\text{H}_4$. The dissociation pathways, geometries, and stationary points were acquired from da Silva et al.$^{29,30}$ and Ghigo et al.$^{31}$ for $\text{C}_7\text{H}_3$, $\text{C}_6\text{H}_5$, and $\text{C}_5\text{H}_4$, respectively. The RRKM rates were calculated directly from the vibrational frequencies and energies taken from these sources at different levels of theory, making various assumptions of the energy content of these species.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Anion photoelectron spectroscopy

The photoelectron spectrum of $\text{C}_9\text{H}_7^-$ acquired at a photodetachment wavelength of 532 nm is presented in Fig. 2. The experimental spectrum is shown in black, and the red trace is a Franck-Condon simulation. The simulation was performed using ezSpectrum$^{32}$ with an assumed vibrational temperature of 300 K. Input $\text{C}_9\text{H}_7^-$ and $\text{C}_9\text{H}_4$ vibrational frequencies were calculated using density functional theory at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory in the Gaussian 09 package.$^{31}$ Frequencies were scaled...
by 0.9679 according to the recommendation for Pople-style basis sets.22

The most prominent feature in Fig. 2 corresponds to the vibrational origin transition yielding an electron affinity of 1.80 ± 0.02 eV, consistent with that found in previous work by Kim et al.,11 and which is clearly due to the indenyl radical. At lower electron kinetic energies, there are several weak features from vibrational excitation, but it is evident that most of the radicals produced are in their ground vibrational state with no obvious contribution from hot anions. Therefore, we approximate the internal energy of the radicals created by photodetachment at 532 nm, $E_{\text{INT,R}}$, to be 0 eV.

**B. Photofragment mass distributions**

Figure 3 presents the two-body [panels (a) and (b)] and three-body [panels (c) and (d)] mass distributions for the dissociation of C$_9$H$_7$ following excitation at 248 nm and 193 nm. At first glance in Fig. 3(a), there are three pairs of features centered around 39 and 76 Da, 26 and 89 Da, and 50 and 65 Da. The most prominent of these occurs at 39 and 76 Da and is consistent with dissociation channel 4, C$_3$H$_3$ and C$_6$H$_4$. However, this channel is not energetically accessible from one photon absorption at 248 nm. There are two additional pairs of peaks at 26 and 89 Da and 50 and 65 Da that match the masses for channel 1 (C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_7$H$_5$) and channel 2 (C$_4$H$_2$ + C$_6$H$_5$), respectively. Figure 3(b) shows the experimental two-body mass distribution from dissociation at 193 nm. It is similar to the two-body mass distribution at 248 nm in that there are again three sets of peaks that preliminarily correspond to the formation of channels 1, 2, and 4. Unlike 248 nm photodissociation, however, all three channels are energetically possible following the absorption of one photon of 193 nm.

Figures 3(c) and 3(d) present the three-body mass distributions for the dissociation of C$_9$H$_7$ at 248 nm and 193 nm, respectively. The largest features in panels (c) and (d) are the peaks at 26 Da. Each is accompanied by two peaks of similar intensity near 39 and 50 Da and a smaller shoulder near 63 Da. The peak at 26 Da is assigned to C$_2$H$_2$, while 39, 50, and 63 Da are consistent with C$_3$H$_3$, C$_4$H$_2$, and C$_5$H$_3$, respectively. As the peaks at 39 and 50 Da are of equal intensity, they are most likely from the same dissociation channel (channel 9), the remaining fragment of which must be C$_2$H$_2$. Given that the 26 Da feature is considerably more intense than the peaks at 39 and 50 Da, C$_2$H$_2$ must also be produced in an additional channel; the most reasonable candidate is C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_5$H$_3$ (channel 10), which would account for the peak at 63 Da. The observation of channels 9 and 10 is notable since both
channels (or indeed any three-body channels) require substantially more energy to form than is available from single photon absorption at 248 nm or 193 nm.

The mass resolution of our experiment is $m/\Delta m = 10$ such that mass channels separated by only 1 Da cannot be sufficiently distinguished. One method for understanding contributions from closely spaced channels is to simulate the mass distribution using the experimental translational energy distribution of the corresponding product channels. Fitted simulations assuming the formation of channels 1, 2, and 4 are presented in Figs. S4 and S5 in the supplementary material. These simulations rule out the formation of channel 5 ($C_7H_5 + C_6H_5$) and channel 8 ($C_6H_4 + C_5H_3$) for both wavelengths.

Additional insight into the product channels can come from dissociating the partially deuterated radical $C_5H_5D_2$, which has deuterium atoms on C7 and C9 (Fig. 1). Figure 4 presents the experimental two-body (a) and three-body (b) mass distributions for the dissociation of $C_5H_5D_2$ following absorption of a 193 nm photon (in red); the original $C_6H_5$ dissociation results are shown in black. Analogous experiments were not performed at 248 nm. Based on the dissociation pathways inferred from the potential energy surfaces shown in Figs. S1-S3, a single product fragment contains both deuterium atoms for each of the two-body dissociation pathways (fragment $C_5H_5$, $C_5H_4$, or $C_5H_3$ for channels 1, 2, or 4, respectively). Therefore, for each two-body channel, one of the peaks should shift by 2 Da.

The features corresponding to channel 1 at 26 and 89 Da [black trace in Fig. 4(a)] can be seen at 26 and 91 Da in the red trace, indicating that the deuterium atoms are located on the fulvenallenyl radical as is predicted from Fig. S1. However, shifts due to the deuterium atoms are considerably less obvious in the other sets of peaks. The feature at 65 Da corresponding to $C_5H_5$ of channel 2 does not appear to shift at all. Similarly, no shift in mass is evident in the $C_5H_3$ peak of channel 4 (39 and 76 Da). However, in the three-body experimental distribution shown in Fig. 4(b), the peak centered about 39 Da does shift so we would expect to see a similarly noticeable change in the 39 Da feature of the two-body distribution [Fig. 4(a)] were we truly detecting $C_5H_3D_2$.

This set of observations suggests that the apparent presence of channels 2 and 4 may not be entirely due to true two-body dissociation, specifically at 193 nm. One possible explanation for the observation of these features is that they result from the detection of false coincidence events from three-body dissociation and their misassignment to two-body events. In this instance, “false coincidence” refers to a three-body dissociation event in which only two of the three fragments hit the detector. Should the center of mass of these two fragments fall within the undisassociated neutral beam center, then these events are accepted as two-body dissociation processes, and the fragment masses are dependent on the mass ratio of the two fragments that are detected. For example, a three-body event in which only $C_6H_5$ and $C_5H_3$ of channel 9 are detected would result in the same mass ratio as $C_6H_5$ and $C_5H_3$ and be classified as a valid coincidence event, assuming the center of mass of the collected particles can fall within the neutral beam center. Similarly, the mass ratio of $C_6H_4$ to $C_5H_3$ (channel 4) is the same as that of $C_6H_5$ to $C_5H_3$ (channel 9). Simulations of these false coincidences are shown in the supplementary material (Fig. S6).

In the formation of three-body products, such as $C_2H_2$, $C_3H_3$, and $C_4H_4$ of channel 9, the $C_5H_3$ radical is either singly deuterated if three-body dissociation proceeds through channels 1 or 2 or doubly deuterated if dissociation occurs through channel 4. In Sec. IV A, we will discuss the probability that channel 9 formation results from secondary dissociation of channels 1, 2, and 4. Therefore, the mass ratio for the two fragments detected out of three will not likely change substantially because many of these fragments ($C_2H_2$, $C_3H_3$, or $C_4H_4$) will be singly deuterated or nondeuterated. For false two-body events such as these, we would not expect to observe a clearly defined shift in the two-body mass distribution, as is the case in Fig. 4(a) for the features corresponding to channels 2 and 4. We do, however, observe a distinct shift in the peak at 39 Da in the three-body distribution in Fig. 4(b), which implies the detection of either $C_6H_5D$ or $C_5H_3D_2$. Hence, although we are not confident in our observation of channels 2 or 4 in the two-body distribution, the deuterated results suggest that some channel 9 yield originates from a mechanism that involves the initial formation of these channels, at least at 193 nm.

While we apparently observe features consistent with channels 2 and 4, we cannot claim to know to what extent any true two-body dissociation is observed. At 193 nm, the deuterated results provide a convincing argument that the features from these

![FIG. 4. Two-body (a) and three-body (b) mass distributions of the dissociation of $C_6H_5D_2$ (red) vs $C_6H_5$ (black) at 193 nm.](image-url)
channels are largely due to false coincidences, while at 248 nm, we do not have sufficient data to say. Thus, the only two-body channel of reasonable confidence is channel 1, and as such, it will be the sole two-body channel analyzed in Sec. III C.

C. Translational energy distributions

For each dissociation event, the translational energy of the observed products is given by

$$E_T = h\nu - D_0 + E_{\text{INT,R}} - E_{\text{INT,P}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)$$

where $h\nu$ is the photon energy, $D_0$ is the energy required for dissociation, $E_{\text{INT,R}}$ is the internal energy of the C$_9$H$_7$ radicals prior to dissociation, and $E_{\text{INT,P}}$ is the internal energy of the products. As discussed in Sec. III A, most of the indenyl radicals are produced in their ground vibrational state, so $E_{\text{INT,R}}$ is assumed to be zero.

Figure 5 presents the translational energy distribution for channel 1 (C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_7$H$_5$). The blue and red traces correspond to the distributions for dissociation from excitation at 248 nm and 193 nm, respectively, and correspondingly colored arrows mark the maximum available energy ($E_{\text{T,MAX}}$) for one-photon dissociation at each wavelength. The distributions peak just below 0.5 eV, and the associated angular distributions are isotropic, indicating that the excited C$_9$H$_7$ radical persists longer than a rotational period before dissociating. Notably, at 248 nm, the distribution extends well beyond $E_{\text{T,MAX}}$ while at 193 nm, the distribution extends up to $E_{\text{T,MAX}}$. In combination with energetically inaccessible three-body dissociation channels and RRKM calculations described in Sec. III D, these results suggest that dissociation occurs following the absorption of two photons. This notion is supported by a power study we performed which shows a quadratic dependence of raw coincident events observed on the laser power at both 248 nm and 193 nm; this is presented in the supplementary material (Fig. S7). Typical rates for internal conversion processes are on the order of $\sim 10^{-12}$ s, and our dissociation laser pulse is $\sim 16$ ns. Therefore, it is plausible that following absorption of the first photon, C$_9$H$_7$ internally converts to its ground electronic state before absorbing a second photon. The underlying requirement that the dissociation lifetime is much longer than 16 ns is supported by the calculations in Sec. III D.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the translational energy releases for the three-body channels 9 (C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_3$H$_3$ + C$_4$H$_2$) and 10 (C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_5$H$_3$), respectively. As neither of these dissociation channels is energetically accessible following one-photon absorption at the energies used, the maximum available energy for a two-photon process ($E_{\text{T,MAX,2}}$) is marked in blue for 248 nm, while the maximum...
available energy for two-photon absorption of 193 nm is beyond the scale of the x-axes and is not marked.

For both channels, these distributions are broad and tail off near $E_{\text{LMAX}}$ for 248 nm. For channel 9, $\beta = -0.20 \pm 0.04$ and $\beta = -0.24 \pm 0.06$ for 248 nm and 193 nm, respectively. Similarly, for channel 10, $\beta = -0.21 \pm 0.07$ and $\beta = -0.07 \pm 0.12$ for 248 nm and 193 nm, respectively. In our experiment, a negative value of $\beta$ for three-body dissociation would indicate the propensity of dissociation plane to lie perpendicular to the laser polarization plane, and the somewhat negative values of $\beta$ are suggestive that this is the case for channels 9 and 10. This result is of concern given that the two-body dissociation to channel 1 is isotropic. However, the three-body angular distributions are not DAF-corrected, which may account for the slight anisotropy observed.

To examine the angular results further, simulations were performed assuming the three-body products are formed sequentially (i.e., dissociation of $C_9H_7$ into $C_2H_2 + C_7H_5$, followed by $C_2H_2$ fragmentation after some time) through two steps, each of which involves a translational energy release associated with isotropic angular distributions. For the first step, $C_9H_7 \rightarrow C_2H_2 + C_7H_5$, the translational energy distribution of channel 1 was used for the simulation. The second release step was simulated via multiple methods that are described and compared in the supplementary material. The simulated arrival times and positions were analyzed in the same manner as the raw experimental data, and the associated anisotropy parameters are shown in Table S1. They are nonzero and negative, like the experimental results, despite the simulations assuming isotropic angular distributions. As such, we suspect that we are not uniformly detecting fragments over all scattering angles and that the three-body results are in fact consistent with an isotropic angular distribution.

Three-body dissociation events can often be investigated further using Dalitz plots in which the fraction of translational energy imparted to each fragment is plotted for all three fragments, thus providing a sense of the relative amounts of translational energy in each product. The Dalitz plots for channels 9 and 10 depict relatively uniform distributions and will not be discussed in detail here but are included in the supplementary material for completeness (Fig. S1).

For the three product channels conclusively observed, channels 1, 9, and 10, the translational energy distributions in Figs. 5 and 6 peak well below $E_{\text{LMAX}}$ for experiments performed at both dissociation energies, are associated with isotropic angular distributions, and are similar regardless of the dissociation energy used. For a two-photon process, which we argue is necessary for all observed dissociation, excited state products are energetically accessible, but dissociation on an excited electronic state would typically be characterized by distinguishable translational energy distributions for each dissociation wavelength, in addition to an anisotropic angular distribution. As such, we conclude that dissociation proceeds on the ground electronic state for all three channels, and our further analysis assumes this is the case.

D. RRKM calculations

For ground state processes, it is appropriate to use RRKM theory (Sec. II B) to gain additional insight into the dissociation mechanisms. Table I presents the RRKM rates for the dissociation of $C_9H_7$ to channels 1, 2, and 4 following one- and two-photon absorption. We include channels 2 and 4 in these calculations to further our understanding of the extent to which these channels are from detection artifacts.

According to the work by Matsugi and co-workers and the surfaces shown in Figs. S1-S3, production of channels 1, 2, and 4 all require traversing barriers that lie more than 5.0 eV above $C_9H_7$, so they should not be produced from one photon of 248 nm. The formation of channels 1, 2, and 4 from 193 nm is energetically possible, but our calculations indicate that dissociation occurs too slowly to be observed in our experiment. The transit time for the radicals from the dissociation laser interaction region to the detector is $\sim 12 \mu s$, so the minimum rate constant of dissociation necessary for the detection is on the order of $10^3 \text{ s}^{-1}$.

These slow rates support the notion that our dissociation results do not stem from a one-photon process, thereby suggesting that the $C_9H_7$ radical absorbs two photons prior to any dissociation. In the right columns of the table, the rate constants of $C_9H_7$ dissociation following the absorption of two photons of either 248 nm or 193 nm are shown. All three channels have sufficiently fast rate constants such that the two-body photofragments should be detectable if secondary fragmentation of the products does not occur.

We can also use the RRKM results to explore the production of the three-body channels. For two-photon absorption, $C_9H_7$, $C_8H_7$, and $C_6H_5$ can be produced with enough energy to further fragment. This would lead to channel 9 in each case, and previous experiments have shown that the secondary dissociation of $C_9H_7$ of channel 1 can also lead ultimately to channel 10 ($C_2H_2 + C_2H_2 + C_6H_5$). Table II presents the results of these secondary dissociation RRKM results, assuming that all available energy is available to the dissociating fragment, with no energy going into translation or the other cofragment.

The results presented in Table II indicate that sequential three-body dissociation to channels 9 and 10 can occur well within the detection time window of our experiment, thus providing a possible explanation for why we observe contamination of the two-body mass distribution by false coincident events. However, under the assumptions of energy disposal used to generate Table II, the secondary dissociation rates are upper bounds, as discussed further in Sec. IV A.

E. Branching ratios

Estimated experimental branching ratios are presented in Table III based on the assumption that channel 1 is the only
two-body channel, as we cannot confirm or eliminate channels 2 or 4. Raw experimental counts were used to determine the branching ratios of each channel. However, the Roentdek detector has a one-particle detection efficiency of $p = 0.6$\textsuperscript{56} Therefore, the likelihood of detecting a two-body event is $p_{\text{two-body}} = 0.36$ and a three-body event is $p_{\text{three-body}} = 0.22$\textsuperscript{56} The two- and three-body channels have been corrected for these differences in detection efficiency, and the results are presented in Table III. The reported error bars are associated with the standard deviation of the branching ratios across all data sets at a given dissociation wavelength (i.e., they are random errors).

It should be mentioned that the one-particle detection efficiency is valid only for events that impinge on the detector. The correction applied to the three-body channels does not account for three-body events in which only two of three fragments are detected if the third fragment does not hit the detector. As discussed in Sec. III B, the features consistent with channels 2 and 4 are, at least in part, attributed to these types of false coincidence events. Therefore, the branching ratios presented in Table III for channels 9 and 10 are lower bounds for the true number of three-body events.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Two-body dissociation

For both 248 nm and 193 nm, channel 1 ($C_2H_2 + C_2H_3$) is the only confirmed two-body product channel. The low-peaking translational energy distributions and the independence of the distributions regardless of the dissociation energy used suggest that dissociation occurs on the ground electronic state, as discussed in Sec. III C. Dissociation on the ground electronic state implies that the two-body channel with the fastest RRKM rate constant should be the dominant channel. According to Table I, this is channel 2 ($C_2H_2 + C_3H_2$), not channel 1. However, the rates for secondary dissociation processes presented in Table II indicate that the rate of dissociation of $C_2H_3$ to ultimately yield channel 9 ($C_2H_2 + C_2H_3 + C_4H_2$) is more than 10 times the rate of $C_2H_2$ fragmentation at 248 nm, assuming both radicals have access to all the available energy following the primary dissociation step. While it is unlikely that the radicals actually do have access to all the available energy (cofragments $C_2H_2$ and $C_2H_3$ may have some internal energy), the rates in Table II are a strong indication that any $C_2H_2 + C_3H_2$ formed in the primary step undergoes secondary dissociation through which the $C_2H_3$ fragment falls apart to $C_2H_2$ and $C_3H_1$, as it has been shown to do.

Despite the prediction that $C_2H_3$ falls apart more slowly than $C_2H_2$, the rate constants in Table II show that $C_2H_3$ can undergo reasonably rapid secondary dissociation. Under these circumstances, it is surprising that so much two-body dissociation to channel 1 is observed. This issue is addressed in Fig. 7 in which the rates of the secondary dissociation for $C_2H_3$ (green), $C_3H_2$ (blue), and $C_4H_4$ (red) into channel 9 are plotted vs the energy available to that fragment after the primary dissociation step from $C_2H_2$ for a two-photon process [Fig. 4(b)]. The rate for $C_2H_3$ to fall apart into channel 10 ($C_2H_2 + C_2H_3 + C_3H_2$) is shown in orange in Fig. 7. The gray line marks the limiting rate (10\textsuperscript{5} s\textsuperscript{-1}), slower than which dissociation cannot be detected in our experiment. Figure 4(a) presents a diagram describing the available energy quantities used in Fig. 4(b).

The blue curve, corresponding to $C_2H_2$ secondary dissociation, is clearly the fastest. If one assumes that $C_2H_3$ has access to all the available energy at each dissociation wavelength (5.62 eV and 8.46 eV for two photons of 248 nm and 193 nm, respectively, as assumed in Table II), then it clearly has enough energy to fragment further. However, when accounting for translational energy and possible internal energy in the cofragment, we see why $C_2H_3$ does not always fall apart. The translational energy distribution for channel 1 in Fig. 5 indicates that $C_2H_2 + C_2H_3$ fragments recoil with up to 1.5 eV of translational energy. As such, for experiments performed at 248 nm, $C_2H_3$ would not likely

### Table II. RRKM results of secondary dissociation processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary dissociation pathway</th>
<th>Rate (s\textsuperscript{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$248 \text{ nm} \times 2$ (10.0 eV)</td>
<td>$193 \text{ nm} \times 2$ (12.84 eV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_2H_2 + C_2H_3 \rightarrow C_2H_2 + C_2H_3 + C_4H_2$ (channel 9)</td>
<td>$1.7 \times 10^7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_2H_2 + C_2H_3 \rightarrow C_2H_2 + C_2H_3 + C_4H_2$ (channel 10)</td>
<td>$3.8 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_2H_2 + C_2H_3 \rightarrow C_2H_2 + C_2H_3 + C_4H_2$ (channel 9)</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_2H_2 + C_2H_3 \rightarrow C_2H_2 + C_2H_3 + C_4H_2$ (channel 9)</td>
<td>$1.7 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III. Experimental branching ratios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of total events</th>
<th>$248 \text{ nm}$</th>
<th>$193 \text{ nm}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1 (C_2H_2 + C_2H_3)$</td>
<td>$36 \pm 12$</td>
<td>$23 \pm 3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$9 (C_2H_2 + C_2H_3 + C_3H_2)$</td>
<td>$43 \pm 8$</td>
<td>$57 \pm 3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10 (C_2H_2 + C_2H_3 + C_3H_3)$</td>
<td>$21 \pm 4$</td>
<td>$20 \pm 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
dissociate further, as this decrease in the available energy substantially reduces its dissociation rate (i.e., below the gray line). Any internal energy imparted to the acetylene fragment would further detract from the available energy of C$_2$H$_5$ such that it remains intact.

In moving to 193 nm, Table II implies that, if not all, of C$_2$H$_5$ should fall apart further to channels 9 and 10 given the available energy for two photons of this wavelength. While it is true that the branching ratio of channel 1 decreases in moving to 193 nm, it still accounts for 23% of the total product yield. Thus, we are led to conclude that internal energy in the cofragment accounts for evidence of channel 1 at 193 nm.

The same analysis can be performed for channel 4 (C$_2$H$_3$ + C$_2$H$_4$) and subsequent C$_2$H$_4$ dissociation. We have already indicated that features consistent with channel 4 in the two-body mass distributions are, at least in part, due to detection artifacts, such that we do not know if there is any true channel 4 production. For ground state dissociation at 248 nm, the channel 4 RRKM rate constant is faster than that of channel 1 according to Table I, and secondary dissociation of C$_2$H$_4$ is slow, meaning that three-body dissociation through this pathway is unlikely. As such, one would expect that channel 4 should be observed at 248 nm. Part of our uncertainty about channel 4 production stems from the lack of a distinguishable shift in mass for the peak at 39 Da [Fig. 4(a)] in the dissociation of C$_4$H$_9$D$_2$. Note, however, that these dissociation data were only collected at 193 nm, not at 248 nm. Therefore, we cannot eliminate the possibility that the C$_4$H$_9$D$_2$ result would demonstrate clear evidence of at least some true channel 4 at 248 nm. Moreover, in moving to 193 nm, we see a considerable increase in the rate constant for C$_2$H$_4$ secondary dissociation and an associated increase in the channel 9 branching ratio. This could, in fact, be evidence for true channel 4 production, but at 193 nm, the C$_2$H$_4$ fragment consistently falls apart further into C$_2$H$_5$ + C$_2$H$_2$. Therefore, we do not observe obvious evidence of channel 4 in the dissociation of C$_4$H$_9$D$_2$ at 193 nm.

**B. Three-body dissociation**

The translational energy distributions for dissociation to channels 9 (C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_3$H$_3$ + C$_2$H$_2$) and 10 (C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_2$H$_3$ + C$_2$H$_3$) are presented in Fig. 6, and as was discussed at the end of Sec. III C, it is consistent with a ground state dissociation mechanism. Therefore, we limit our discussion in this section to the branching ratios and time scales of the three-body mechanisms.

We claimed in Sec. IV A that channel 9 is formed through the secondary dissociation of both C$_2$H$_4$ and C$_2$H$_5$, the latter more readily than the former, and C$_2$H$_4$, for experiments performed at 193 nm. We further support this claim by examining Fig. 4(b), which shows the three-body mass distribution for C$_2$H$_4$D$_2$ dissociation at 193 nm. Invoking the ground state pathways available in the literature for C$_2$H$_4$ and C$_2$H$_5$, we find that channel 9 proceed through C$_2$H$_4$; the resultant deuterated products are C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_3$H$_3$D + C$_2$H$_2$D, whereas they are C$_2$HD + C$_3$H$_2$D + C$_2$H$_2$ if dissociation occurs through C$_2$H$_4$. Regardless of the mechanism, the propargyl radical becomes deuterated, as is evident in the noticeable shift in the 39 Da feature in Fig. 4(b). The other features do not noticeably shift as they are only sometimes deuterated, which is consistent with the evidence that channel 9 can proceed through either channel 1 or channel 2. With respect to secondary dissociation of C$_2$H$_4$, the expected deuterated product channel would be C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_3$H$_2$D + C$_2$H$_2$, which is again consistent with the observed mass distribution in Fig. 4(b). Therefore, channel 4 may also be a viable pathway through which channel 9 is produced.

As we have concluded that C$_2$H$_5$ from channel 1 fragments further into channels 9 and 10, the branching ratio of channel 9:channel 10 should be somewhat similar to that of secondary C$_2$H$_3$ dissociation into C$_2$H$_5$ + C$_2$H$_2$ and C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_2$H$_3$ (although secondary dissociation of C$_2$H$_5$ and possibly C$_2$H$_4$ should also contribute to channel 9 yield in our work). Rampal et al. cited 5:6.1 and 4:1 ratios for C$_2$H$_3$:C$_2$H$_2$ formation at 248 nm and 193 nm, respectively. Earlier work examining the pyrolysis of C$_2$H$_6$ and
C$_2$H$_3$ also saw significantly more C$_2$H$_3$ + C$_2$H$_2$ than C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_2$H$_3$, although additional reactions in the pyrolysis source did not allow for clear quantification of this ratio. While our branching ratios for channel 9 to channel 10 include a large number of assumptions that complicate a detailed comparison, we do find channel 9 to be the dominant three-body channel, which is at least consistent with previous results. Interestingly, the channel 10 yield does not appear to change substantially in moving to 193 nm, although the calculated rates increase dramatically with increasing available energy. However, at 193 nm, there are three possible mechanisms through which channel 9 can be formed (i.e., through secondary dissociation of C$_2$H$_5$, C$_2$H$_3$, and C$_2$H$_4$) such that ultimately the combined rate to produce channel 9 is significantly greater than that to yield channel 10. As such, while channel 10 is likely generated in a higher yield at 193 nm, this change is compensated by the significant yield of channel 9.

Finally, we consider the time scales on which channels 9 and 10 are formed. Three-body dissociation events are classified as concerted, asynchronous concerted, or sequential. Concerted events result in the production of all three fragments simultaneously, whereas asynchronous concerted and sequential events result in some time passing between the first and second dissociation, either faster or slower than a rotational period, respectively. Typically, Dalitz plots are used to understand these time scales; however, the Dalitz plots (Fig. S11) for channels 9 and 10 show a uniform distribution across the entire plot.

Given the ground state nature of the dissociation to channels 9 and 10, a sequential mechanism may be expected, in which C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_2$H$_3$ is formed, followed by fragmentation of C$_2$H$_4$. Alternatively, we have already discussed that C$_2$H$_3$, formed as a fragment of channel 2, should readily dissociate into C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_2$H$_3$, ultimately yielding channel 9. The RRKM rate constants in Table II for secondary dissociation of C$_2$H$_5$ and C$_2$H$_3$ at 248 nm are generally slow compared with the general range of rotational motion for larger molecules ($10^{-10}$–$10^{-11}$ s$^{-1}$), thereby implying that the fragments are intact while rotating and dissociation occurs in a more sequential manner. In moving to 193 nm, the conclusions are similar with the added possibility of C$_2$H$_4$ fragmentation to yield channel 9.

V. CONCLUSION

Photodissociation wavelengths of 248 nm and 193 nm were used to dissociate C$_2$H$_7$, and two- and three-body dissociation products were detected in coincidence. C$_2$H$_2$ was found to dissociate following the absorption of two photons and dissociate into C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_2$H$_3$, C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_2$H$_3$ + C$_2$H$_2$, and C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_2$H$_3$. All dissociation was determined to occur via ground state dissociation processes following internal conversion to the ground electronic state. The formation of C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_2$H$_3$ + C$_2$H$_2$ can occur through further dissociation of C$_2$H$_2$ and C$_2$H$_3$ at 248 nm as well as C$_2$H$_4$ dissociation at 193 nm. C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_2$H$_3$ + C$_2$H$_2$ likely originates exclusively from further fragmentation of C$_2$H$_2$.

Features attributed to C$_2$H$_2$ + C$_2$H$_3$ and C$_2$H$_3$ + C$_2$H$_4$ were also observed, but ultimately, we remain unclear about the extent to which these two-body products were formed without falling apart further. It is evident, however, that both experimental results and RRKM calculations demonstrate the propensity for the C$_2$H$_2$ radical to remain intact, which is a notable finding given the collective interest in PAH reactivity. The large quantity of energy required to dissociate this radical is evidence that it may participate favorably in PAH growth mechanisms and thus may be a worthwhile system to model general PAH aggregation. The unimolecular dissociation of the C$_2$H$_7$ is a complex problem yielding a wealth of experimental data, not all of which can be readily interpreted based on the work described herein. As this species is not well represented in the literature, this study has shown that more work via a variety of comprehensive experimental and theoretical techniques is necessary to truly understand the behavior of this benchmark PAH radical.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for potential energy surfaces, simulations, power study results, Dalitz plots, and dissociation results at 225 nm and 157 nm.
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